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About Us 
   Digital transformation is a term used to describe the integration of technology into 

all aspects of business operations to improve efficiency, increase competitiveness 
and ultimately enhance customer experiences. It involves a fundamental shift in the 
way organizations operate, embracing digital technologies to not just mimic 
traditional processes but to revolutionize them. This includes the use of analytics, 
cloud, AI and automation, and other digital technologies to streamline operations 
and enhance decision-making. Fueled by the need to replace outdated processes and 
legacy technology, it enables innovation and brings about new technologies through 
digital transformation projects, such as cloud computing , artificial intelligence , big 
data analytics ,Internet of Things (IoT) and  automation. 

 
We Digital Technology IT Solutions are a team of experienced professionals who 

are dedicated and passionate about understanding our client’s existing IT 

environment and enhancing them via Digital Transformation. Because we 

understand Digital Transformation is the key to remain Competitive in the market 

for every organization which is why we at Digital Technology IT Solutions mainly 

focus on Client’s digital transformation journey and we ensure that the businesses 

have the latest technology which fundamentally changes the way a business 

operates and interacts with its customers. 

 

WHY US 
   Competitive Price    

 
On Time delivery  
 
Customer focused 
 
Good after sales Service 
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Servers, Network and Data Center Solution 

The global data center as a service market size 

was exhibited at USD 72.4 billion in 2022 and is 

projected to attain around USD 476.3 billion by 

2032, growing at a CAGR of 20.73% during the 

forecast period 2023 to 2032. 

 
As the IT infrastructure landscape gears up 

for a future of technological convergence, increased 

digitization and computing demands are the key 

market forces that affect the KVM switch and serial 

console markets, with data center growth driving 

sales for high port-count devices across sectors such 

as financial services, web and social network hosting, 

government e-commerce, telecommunications 

and healthcare, etc. With this demand for more 

servers and more services come new opportunities 

for solution providers to help businesses to align 

their data infrastructure with their strategic needs. 

Because it is almost impossible to know exactly 

the future needs of an enterprise, it is important 

that data center management solutions are flexible 

in terms of scale and new technologies. Already, 

tech-savvy businesses are demanding colocation 

providers that are able to evolve with them; no one 

wants to miss a new opportunity because existing 

technologies can’t support new demand. 

 
In most cases, while computing demand is 

increasing faster than IT managers can consolidate 

and faster than budgets are increasing an awareness 

of the evolution of technology applications, and the 

evolution of the customers using the applications, 

is essential to grasping how this will also start to 

redefine IT infrastructure, especially as it fractures 

into the realms of cloud, data center and managed 

services. 
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 Server 

Servers, Rack, NAS, SAN and KVM Switch 
 

There is no one-size-fits-all solution, and in this new 

era of opportunity, enterprise level corporations 

require innovative and sustainable data center 

solutions that allow their businesses to grow in an 

impactful way. 

 

Digital Technology IT Solutions provides wide 

range of data center KVM, serial console and PDU 

solutions offer convenient, flexible, centralized 

remote access and management of IT devices in 

multiple data centers and distributed 

branch/remote offices. 

Data Centers are the heart of the digital 

transformation considering the same Digital 

Technology IT Solution provides comprehensive 

network and data center solutions for our 

valuable client such as servers, windows server, 

SAN, NAS Storages, KVM, Data Center grade 

switches, Core Switches and access switches 

solution design to implementation and 

maintenance. 

 
Network solutions design and implementation 

WAN, LAN & WLAN. 

 
Network bandwidth management. 

 
Network security design and implementation. 

 
Fire protected Data center design and 

implementation. 

Data center environmental monitoring and 

automated call alerting solutions. 

Tower Server 
 

 
 

 

 

 
NAS Storage KVM Switch 

 

 
 

 
SAN Storage 

 
 

 
Get The Best Deal On HP, Dell, Lenovo, Fujitsu and Other Well-Known Server, Storage, 

Switches and other Data Center Requirements 
3 
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Data Security Solutions Firewall Solutions 
 

Data is the lifeblood of every organization. 

As your organization’s data footprint expands 

across various cloud providers, SaaS applications 

and endpoints, your risk of a data breach also 

increases. Hackers and cybercriminals are seeking 

to exploit security vulnerabilities to access 

sensitive data that is spread across multiple cloud 

data centers and data stores. 

 
Data security and compliance are two sides of the 

same coin. Complex compliance regulations, such 

as DORA, GDPR, CCPA, SOX, PCI, HIPAA and 

others, all have the same purpose: preventing 

unauthorized access to customers’ and users’ 

sensitive information. 

 
Comprehensive data security solutions, whether 

implemented on premises or in a hybrid cloud, 

help you gain greater visibility and insights to 

investigate and remediate cyberthreats. These 

solutions can enforce security policies and access 

controls in near real time and help you meet 

regulatory compliance requirements, improving 

your data security posture. 

 
We at Digital Technology IT Solutions are very 

concerned about the growing security risk 

and the data breach happening around world 

hence we educate the importance of Data 

Security to our client and make sure that our 

client has proper Data Security in place. Digital 

Technology IT Solutions are Specialized in 

Endpoint Security solutions, Anti Ransomware, 

threat intelligence, Firewall, UTM, Cloud Security, 

Email Security and Anti-Randsomeware solutions. 

 

 

Fortinet empowers its customers with intelligent, 

seamless protection across the expanding attack 

surface and the power to take on ever-increasing 

performance requirements of the borderless 

network today and in to the future. 
 
 

 

Secure every endpoint of your network - from 

laptops to web and email traffic. Centralize Your 

Network Security with Sophos. Next-Gen 

Endpoint Security with Advanced Threat 

Prevention, Always-On Encryption, UTM Firewall 

Appliances Centralize Your Network Security with 

Sophos. Next-Gen Endpoint Security with 

Advanced Threat Prevention, Always-On 

Encryption and UTM Firewall Appliances. 
 
 
 

 

Sonicwall don't just detect breaches, prevent them. 

Stop ransomware, encrypted threats and phishing 

attacks with SonicWall. Get the network security, 

control and visibility your organization needs to 

innovate and grow faster with our broad range of 

award-winning next-generation network firewalls. 

 
Protect your organization from advanced security 

threats, gain greater security control, enhance 

productivity and lower costs with SonicWall 

network security services. 
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End Point Solutions 
 

  

Symantec provides security products and 

solutions to protect small, medium, and enterprise 

businesses from advanced threats, malware, and 

other cyber threats. Symantec's Endpoint Security 

family of products ensures that all endpoints in 

your organization's infrastructure are protected 
 

 

Protect your organization against ransomware, 

phishing, zero-day threats and targeted attacks 

with our cloud-based ESET PROTECT platform. 

Enjoy automated, all-in-one defense—from 

endpoints to other potential threat vectors, 

including mobiles, email, web and cloud apps. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Sophos endpoint security combines the industry's 

leading malware detection and exploit protection 

with extended detection and response (XDR) to 

secure your entire ecosystem. Powerful AI using 

deep learning along with context-sensitive 

defenses will future-proof your organization 

against both new and old threats, and Sophos 

MDR provides advanced cybersecurity services 

from a team of Sophos experts 24/7. 

Enterprise-grade endpoint protection Next-gen 

adaptive protection from cyber threats. Protects 

every endpoint without breaking the bank 

Streamlines centralized security management with 

a cloud or web console. Minimize the number of 

incidents by automated processing 
 
 

 

McAfee® Dynamic Endpoint will be 

comprehensive in its approach to securing 

endpoints. As a result of being fully integrated into 

McAfee’s platform, its capabilities will help to 

ensure the health, integrity, and improved TCO of 

the entire security infrastructure. The endpoint 

does not live alone in an IT infrastructure. It 

coexists with many other security solutions.At any 

given time a computing compromise may occur 

rendering the IT infrastructure only as strong as its 

weakest link. Our McAfee platform approach will 

mitigate this risk. 
 
 

 

Trend Micro, a global cybersecurity leader, helps 

make the world safe for exchanging digital 

information. Fueled by decades of security 

expertise, global threat research, and continuous 

innovation, our cybersecurity platform protects 

500,000+ organizations and 250+ million 

individuals across clouds, networks, devices, and 

endpoints. 
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Email Security Solution 
Email security involves the strategic set of measures 

and techniques used to protect email-based 

communications effectively preserving the 

confidentiality, integrity and availability of email 

messages. As a critical safeguard for all types of 

organizations and professionals, email security prevents 

unauthorized access resulting in data breaches, detects 

and blocks malicious content, and ensures the privacy 

of sensitive information being transmitted. We at 

Digital Technology IT Solutions understand the 

importance of protecting our client email-based 

communications and to safeguard all critical client 

information hence we have partnered with leading 

email security provider such as Sophos, Fortinet, 

Sonicwall, Symantec, Kaspersky and Trend 

Micro to provide best Email security Solution in 

the Market. 

Network Access Control 
NAC software prevents unauthorized users and 

devices from gaining access to an organization’s 

network. NAC authenticates users and devices and 

ensures that devices are compliant with corporate 

security policies. As the workforce has become more 

mobile and BYOD initiatives have become more 

prevalent, NAC has become an important part of the 

security stack.Today, NAC can play an important role in 

enabling Zero Trust security for highly distributed 

networks and hybrid workforces. 

Smart Wireless Solution 
Digital Technology IT Solution provides cutting 

edge wireless solution with security, reliability 

and unmatched roaming performance combined 

with lower running costs to meet the needs of 

modern digital organizations. We have partnered 

with the leading brands like HPE, Aruba, Cisco, 

D-Link, Linksys and Sophos. We serve Small and 

Large Enterprise such as Hotel, Restaurants, 

Hospitals, Schools, Auditoriums, Stadiums, 

Convention Centre, Airports and other Large Public 

Venues. 6 
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Structured Cabling Solution 
Digital Technology IT Solutions understands the 

complexity involved in planning, Installing, 

maintaining data communication and Networking 

systems. Hence with our expert team we provide 

our customers with the best-constructed and well-

designed data network and cabling installation. We 

provide end-to-end structured cabling with on-site 

distribution solutions. We will design, engineer, 

install and certify a complete wiring or cabling solution 

based on the customer’s requirements. Our Scope in 

Structured cabling includes Structured cabling 

supplies and accessories, Data Network cabling design 

and implementation, existing cable re-

arrangement. 

 IP Telephony 

IP telephony in corporate environments are numerous but are mostly narrowed down to cost 

considerations related to infrastructure and monthly bills. IP telephony also enables your business 

to access advanced features without having to invest in extra hardware. VoIP also makes it a lot 

easier to integrate voice communications with your CRM and other business tools. The ability to 

centralize data and provide consistent customer service across multiple channels (at a lower cost) 

makes IP telephony and VoIP a no-brainer for many businesses. 

 

Cisco IP telephony solutions are an integral part of 

Cisco Unified Communications, which unify voice, 

video, data, and mobile applications on fixed and mobile 

networks enabling users to easily communicate in any 

workspace using any media, device, or operating 

system. Cisco IP telephony solutions can be used to 

provide highly secure, reliable, scalable communications 

that take advantage of your LAN and WAN. Also, 

Improve employee agility and productivity through 

integration with innovative Cisco Unified 

Communications and third-party applications 

7 
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Avaya works diligently to contact centers, allowing 

agents to switch between the telephone, instant 

messaging, chat, and other means of communication to 

provide more timely and more cost-effective service. 

It’s IP-telephony enables employees to work from 

home, on the road or a business trip. Avaya IP PBX 

serves as the basis for a broad range of applications 

such as Self Service (IVR), Outbound dialing system 

(PDS) and Integrates with external databases (CRM). 

Avaya solutions can support more end-devices with 

IP-capabilities with fewer restrictions on the load and 

fewer calls to clustered servers. 
 

D-Link's core competency is in Ethernet connectivity. 

In fact, D link is a global leader in providing network 

connectivity solutions to small and medium-sized 

business. From the beginning, D-Link engineers have 

researched, designed and manufactured innovative, 

standards-based networking solutions. D-Link sell our 

state-of-the-art hardware at the best prices. Price may 

be the deciding factor for many new customers, but 

D-Link innovation, reliability and service keeps them 

loyal year after year. Whether it is to suit the needs of 

the home consumer, a business or service provider, we 

take pride in offering award-winning networking 

products and services.We will continue to lead the way 

in building networks for people around the world. 
 

Panasonic IP telephones are easy to install and delivers 

the flexibility and reliability that are the hallmarks of 

Panasonic DECT technology, Panasonic IP telephones 

represents a sophisticated mobility solution. Panasonic 

IP telephones have a noise-reduction function which 

reduces surrounding noise and enhances the clarity of 

the conversation. Panasonic’s IP Wireless DECT phone 

is remarkably easy to set up and to manage. DECT 

capability sets free from wire which can create 

communication environment that is entirely suited to 

the different places in which businesses operates, from 

the office out into the stock yard. 

8 
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 Automation Solutions  
Automation is a key factor in the rapid evolution of the corporate landscape, businesses are 
adopting   automation as a fundamental tool to stay competitive in the Digital World. We offer 
Marketing, CRM, Accounting and HR Automation Solutions.   

➢ Marketing Automation Solutions streamline 
marketing activities, saving time and resources.  

➢ CRM Automation Solutions automates sales        
pipelines, track client interactions and manages 
customer data.  

➢ Accounting Automation Solutions streamlines 
book    keeping, expense tracking and financial 
reporting.  

➢ HR Automation Solutions saves time managing, 
employee data, benefits, payroll onboarding and 
attendance.   

Automation is altering the future of business through technological advancement. Enhanced 
productivity and efficiency are significate advantages of automation, Businesses can achieve 
cost saving by automating activities reducing labor cost and eliminating errors. It also improves 
customer service by enabling faster responses and personalized interactions. Data driven 
decision making is facilitated by automation providing real time insight and analysis. It makes 
business more adoptable and agile in response to changing market conditions. Business should 
examine processes and identify areas where automation can streamline operations. Simply put 
automation can save time, reduce error, enhance productivity and allow focus on key tasks. 

 

Enterprise Workflow Automation 
Enterprise Automation: Modernize your organization 

for increased productivity and efficiency. Enterprise 

automation can sound like a massive undertaking, and it 

certainly can be. However, many companies have taken 

the strategic approach of biting off smaller, 

departmental (and even sub-departmental) automation 

projects while focusing on the larger goal of a 

fully-automated enterprise. Many of these projects fall 

under the broader framework of "Digital 

Transformation." 

 

Enterprise automation is the systematic review of an organization's processes to ensure optimal 

performance while looking for manual processes that can be replaced with intelligent digital 

alternatives. We at Digital Technology IT Solutions have partnered with Integrify. 

 9 
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Robotic Process Automation (RPA) 
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is software 

technology that’s easy for anyone to use to automate 

digital tasks. With RPA, software users create software 

robots, or “bots”, that can learn, mimic, and then 

execute rules-based business processes. RPA 

automation enables users to create bots by observing 

human digital actions. Show your bots what to do, then 

let them do the work. Robotic Process Automation 

software bots can interact with any application or 

system the same way people do-except that RPA bots 

can operate around the clock, nonstop, much faster and 

with 100% reliability and precision. 

  Building Automation Solution 
   Building automation (BAS), also known as building 

management system (BMS) or building energy 

management system (BEMS), is the automatic 

centralized control of a building's HVAC (heating, 

ventilation and air conditioning), electrical, lighting, 

shading, access control, security systems, and other 

interrelated systems. Some objectives of building 

automation are improved occupant comfort, efficient 

operation of building systems, reduction in 

energy consumption, reduced operating and 

maintaining costs and increased security. We 

partnered with Cisco and Honeywell to provide 

our customer with cost effective solution for 

Building Automation. 

CCTV Solutions 
Digital Technology IT Solutions offers a comprehensive 

range of advanced security and surveillance solutions 

to meet the ever-changing requirements of different 

industries. At present, we are serving many 

different verticals comprising defence, 

government, hotels, hospitals, educational 

institutes, homes, infrastructure, and 

transportation among others. Digital Technology IT 

Solutions brings intelligent security and surveillance 

solutions that protect people, properties and 

assets.They ensure safety, security and productivity 
10 
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in various industrial processes and help make the 

world safer. Our integrated security systems have 

been used in various situations and they deliver 

comprehensive coverage. 

 

  Control Room Solution   
     Control rooms usually combine multiple functions with 

various subsystems and equipment. They require 
efficient investigation and evidence across systems. 
Limited inter-application visibility and controls with 
difficult maintenance double the daily workload for 
security staff and IT departments. To solve this 
problem we offer Powerful, reliable storage and display 
with all subsystems unified on one platform for 
monitoring, incident handling, remote control, 
evidence and maintenance, making control room 
management simpler and more efficient.  

  Guest Room Control and Monitoring System 
    Quality of service is a key contributory factor to 

customer satisfaction. Which is why we have 
partnered with Legrand for guest room 
management system which enables you to quickly 
identify and respond to your customers’ 
requirements (e.g.‘Do not Disturb’, ‘Make Up 
Room’) via the BMS system and provide a service 
that is second to none. The Legrand system can 
act as the interface between the hotel’s BMS and 
PMS. This integration allows staff to monitor the 
guest room status and to adapt room settings 
depending on the guests’ requests, providing the 
optimum levels of comfort and energy saving. It can also manage the temperature, lighting, 
sockets, ventilation and curtains independently in each room. It can be integrated with the 
Building Management System (BMS) and the Property Management System (PMS) in order to 
enable global management of the building and the hotel’s operations. 

Access Control Solutions 
We also offer Access Control System designed to meet 

unique access control needs of sites varying in size and 

scale from one door to thousand. Weather it’s a small 

business or a large enterprise organization or sites 

with critically sensitive infrastructure we have solution 

that keep your people and assets safe. To Support our 

customer we have partnered with ZKtec , Fingertec 

and TimeWatch. 11 
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Time Attendance System 
Time and attendance management is at the heart of 

workforce management. It ensures that employees with 

the proper skills are at the right place at the right time. 

Workforce management is essential to optimize 

organizational and employee productivity. Time and 

attendance systems (TNA) will help you track and 

monitor your employees in an easy way. As an 

employer, you will be able to track working hours, late 

arrivals, and early departures, as well as time taken on 

breaks. To Support our customer we have partnered 

with ZKtec , Fingertec and TimeWatch. 

  Audio Visual System 
Our main aim is to ensure that our solution meets the 

requirement of our client. And we mainly focus on 

providing high quality audiovisual equipment at 

competitive price and good after sales service. Audio 

Visual Systems includes Conferencing Solution, 

Projectors, Loudspeakers, Control Systems, Digital 

Signage, Interactive whiteboard, Microphone, Audio 

Systems, Lighting ect.We have a good partnership with 

the leading Brands such as Crestron ,ViewSonic and 

Logitech to serve our customer with quality and 

competitive price. 

PA System and Fire Alarm System 
A public address system (or PA system) is an electronic 

system comprising microphones, amplifiers, loudspeakers, 

and related equipment. It increases the apparent volume 

(loudness) of a human voice, musical instrument, or 

other acoustic sound source or recorded sound or music. 

PA systems are used in any public venue that requires 

that an announcer, performer, etc. be sufficiently audible 

at a distance or over a large area. PA Systems are usually 

used in Hotels, Hospitals, stadiums, public transportation 

vehicles, facilities, manufactories, live events etc. Digital 

Technology IT Solutions understands these needs and has 

partnered with the Leading brand such as TOA, Bose 

and Crestron. 

 

Digital Technology IT Solutions also helps client 12 
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to Integrate Fire Detection with Automatic Voice 

Evacuation and Public Address System. 

Automatic fire detection and voice notification is 

a system that combines fire detection 

technology with audible voice messages. It uses 

sensors to detect fires and triggers voice 

messages to provide clear instructions to 

occupants during an emergency. This helps in 

early detection, prompt communication, 

directional guidance, and customization. 

Parking Management 
Parking Management system reduces the time spent 

seeking for a parking space, prevents inconsiderate 

parking, block un allowed parking and to ensure that 

disabled customers get the spaces to which they are 

entitled. Using the intelligent/controlled car park 

management systems, customers can reserve spaces in 

advance by computer, tablet or mobile, selecting from 

all available spaces. A parking guidance system then 

shows the quickest route to a reserved space. Red and 

green lights above each bay show if they are 

reserved/occupied or available for use. Digial 

Technology IT Solution understands the client 

requirement and provides support in installing and 

setting up Parking Guidance System which helps to 

navigate the allowed parking space. Gate Barrier 

System which provides access to the gate. ANPR 

System which helps to see the car parking space and 

monitoring high traffic area also helps to increase 

security in the premises. 

 

 

  Visitor, Staff & Contractor Management Solutions 

13 
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     Managing visitors in your Hospital, Schools & College or 

business can now be a seamless and speedy process 

with our market-leading visitor management system. 

This Visitor Management Software is perfect for large 

sites that have gates and barriers between the site 

perimeter and their main reception. It enables 

security staff to check a visitor’s eligibility and mark 

them as arrived within the InVentry console straight 

from your organization’s gatehouse. 

 

      Visitors’ hosts will be notified of their arrival and 

they’ll also be automatically added onto the InVentry 

Anywhere App, meaning evacuation lists are live and 

up to date. This feature not only allows large sites to 

accurately monitor when visitors have arrived at 

various entrances but will ensure a particular hard-to-

manage site in an evacuation will be easier than ever! 

 

      InVentry allows schools and organisations to know 

which staff are onsite or offsite in an instant. 

Everything in our staff signing in system has been 

designed around speed and maximum flexibility, to 

meet staff needs and requirements. Staff records can 

be imported manually or pulled directly from your 

active directory for a seamless sign-in experience. 

When arriving at the staff management solution, staff 

only need to enter the first few characters of their 

name or select their photo from the touchscreen.  

 

      Alternatively, ID cards make the whole experience 

even faster by integrating with your existing systems. 

You can also collect sign-in and out information to 

monitor working hours and understand patterns via 

your on premise server or via the cloud – the ultimate 

hybrid solution for staff members.  

 

      InVentry’s contractor management software is 

perfect for large sites with multiple gated entrances; 

it allows site staff to mark visitors and contractor sign-

in activity straight from your organization’s 

gatehouse! 14 
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    Gatekeepers can mark visitors as present via the 

InVentry console part of the contractor sign-in 

software, as soon as they arrive at the gate which will 

automatically send a contractor management system 

notification email to the host informing them that 

their visitor has arrived. They will then automatically 

appear on the InVentry Anywhere App as soon as 

they’ve been marked as arrived, meaning evacuation 

lists have never been so easy to keep up to date.  

 

         We Digital Technology IT Solutions have a partnered with InVentry’s to provide Visitor , Staff 
and Contractor                Management      System to all Schools , Colleges and Business in Oman and 
to ensure that visitors , staff and    Contractors are managed seamlessly without much complexity.  
 

   Queue Management System 
 

    RSI Concepts provides organizations with state-of-the art Queue Management Systems. RSI Queue 
Management System or"RSI Queuing System" is a customer flow management system that allows you to 
organize your customers in an efficient and effective way on the basis of smart. Hence, we have 
partnered with RSI Queue Management System to serve customers from Telecom company, Banks, 
Healthcare industry, Government company and other companies.  

 

   POS Solution 
A point-of-sale, or POS, system is a computerized network made of software and hardware 
components that process and record payment transactions between a company and its customers. 
You can think of a cash register that is traditionally used to accept payments, but a modern POS 
system is much more complex. Now, it’s an essential tool that helps consolidate and optimize such 
areas of business management as sales through multiple channels, inventory management, customer 
management, and marketing. Besides, it serves as a crucial source of information that can be used 
for further analysis and decision-making. 

 15 
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    POS systems are widely used in retail stores, restaurants -- and hotels. In this case, POS systems allow 
for collecting guests’ orders and purchases from different points of sale and charging them directly to 
their room. We have partnered with Market leading POS System provider such as Square, Zktec, 
Zebra and Citizen to serve our customer with best POS system which is competitive in the Market.  

 

  Nurse Calling System  
We offer most flexible and modular IP nurse call system. 
We have partnered with Caretronic and we offer 
Nursecare which is worlds #1 fully comprehensive, Smart, 
Interactive IP Nurse call System. When the patient calls 
the Nurse for help you want it fast, simple and reliable 
which is only possible with a modern nurse call solution. 
Nursecare is an intelligent communication system for 
health care institutions. It combines a nurse call system 
with nursing documentation management with new 
generation of modular sensor has the huge advantage of 
being entirely wireless. They are fast and easy to install 
featuring reliable advanced wireless technology. They are 
calibrated continuously and satisfy all international 
standards.  
In additional to dependable call buttons, remotes and 
posturing alarms we can always add more advanced 
wireless sensors such as bed monitoring, movement 
sensors, pill dispensers, actively protect your more 
demanding patients, even in times when they feel 
nobody’s is watching. It’s important for your patients to 
be as active as possible which is why we have wireless 
hand transmitter where patients can safely enjoy the area 
outside their room always tracking their location and it 
allows them to call the nurse from anywhere and because it automatically calls assistance when a 
patient leave a pre-set protective boundary. Even patients with dementia can securely get some fresh 
air and its water proof and under unfortunate fall occurs the hand transmitter automatically senses 
the accident and calls the nurse for help to the location. Patients have more freedom while 
feeling more secure.  

16 
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UPS Solutions 
With its wide range of Uninterruptible Power Supplies 

(UPS), Digital Technology IT Solutions offers a 

competitive edge to businesses in need of first-rate 

power solutions. UPS designed to ensure that 

companies can protect their mission critical 

application by maintaining a steady flow of energy 

under adverse circumstances. Keeping this in mind 

Digital Technology IT Solutions has partnered with 

Delta, APC, Eaton, Belden, Hubnextic and 

Triplite to meet our customer demand and to ensure 

clients can protect their mission critical application by 

maintaining a steady flow of energy. 

Printer Solutions 
Digital Technology IT Solution has also made 

partnership with Leading Printer Brand in the market 

to provide printer solution at competitive price and 

best quality. Our Leading Printer Brands are HP, 

Epson, Brother, Zebra, Kodak, Konica, Canon, 

Sharp and Fujitsu etc 

 

 

  E-signature Solutions  
 

 Signotec and Epadlink are specialist in the 
 field of Capturing hand written electronic 
signatures hence we Digital Technology IT 
Solutions have partnered with Signotec and 
Epadlink to serve all banks and exchanges 
with cost effective E signature Solutions.   
Signotec E-signature Solutions:  
Banks can now sign 95% of their daily  
documents electronically in a legally 
compliant and secure manner using a signature 
pad. Especially for the employees in the 
branches of the banks, this process enables an  
automatic synchronization of the signed 
contracts with the downstream systems.  
The risk of losing documents is eliminated 

17 
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      and the documents are quickly available for further processing. If further signatures are 
required in the back office, this can be mapped with the signotec signature solution. In 
addition, documents can be postponed to be supplemented at any later time, regardless of 
location and time, by further signatures. 

  

     ePadLink E-signature Solutions: 
        ePadLink electronic signature pads (ePads) 

are pen input devices that capture hand-
written signatures for use in PC applications. 
Designed to mimic the natural feel of signing 
on paper, the ePads can be used on the 
desktop, yet are small and light enough to take 
on the road. Forms requiring signature 
approvals can now be completed and stored 
electronically. For secure transactions, the 
details of a signature can be analyzed to 
confirm the identity of a signer. With the ePad 
product family, it’s easy to add signatures to 
electronic documents, anytime, anywhere!      

 

    Alternative CAD Solutions  
      We have Partnered with BricsCAD and ZWCAD to provide cost effective and quality CAD 

Solution for architects, builders, engineers, designers and manufacturers. ZWCAD is a fast 
and powerful 2D CAD solution that offers unparalleled compatibility with AutoCAD It 
empowers architects, engineers, and designers in the AEC and manufacturing industries to 
effortlessly bring their creative visions to life. Highly compatible with DWG, DXF, DWT, and 
other common file formats. Familiar interface, commands and aliases. Choose from Classic 
or Ribbon, Dark or Light. Develop or migrate third-party applications easily with APIs 
including LISP, VBA, ZRX, and .NET. Easily migrate your printers, templates, fonts, 
command alias and hatch patterns.  
 
BricsCAD on the other hand provides with a alternative CAD Solution for Engineers, 
Architects, Manufacturing Professionals, General Contractor, Surveyors, Design 
Professionals, Subcontractors and Civil Engineers.  
BricsCAD provides engineers with a CAD alternative, open to industry-specific partner 
applications for capturing and documenting 2D and 3D designs faster. BricsCAD offers all 
the familiar CAD features and innovative tools for higher productivity at a lower cost. 
BricsCAD provides architects with a CAD alternative to create 2D drawings faster, which is 
expandable to CAD-based BIM. Build models from point clouds or create new designs in 3D 
with automated 2D documentation in a single, familiar DWG-based environment. 
 
Efficient 2D and 3D capabilities allow for quick layout and retooling of manufacturing 
facilities, as well as reworking of drawings for production. BricsCAD combines a familiar 
environment, low cost, and a highly productive tool set. 
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Microsoft Products and Services 
Digital Technology IT Solutions offer Microsoft volume licensing, Windows, office, 

SQL Server, Cloud product such as Office365 & M365 , other Cloud Solution 

Products and Desktop , Laptop and other accessories. 

Airport Security Solution - Smiths Detection 
Providing the full range of solutions to meet changing airport security needs. 

Airports, airlines and authorities around the world trust Smiths Detection’s deep expertise in 

delivering integrated solutions that provide the security, operational efficiency and scalability that they 

need to keep their passengers, customers and infrastructure safe from threats. Which is why we 

Digital Technology IT Solutions have partnered with Smiths Detection’s to support and 

understand the requirement and enhance the security and operational efficiency, scalability for the 

Aviation Industries in the Middle East. 

Checkpoint Solutions 
New regulations. Increasing passenger numbers. 

Exacting business goals. Three challenges that demand 

more complex checkpoint-security solutions. Today’s 

checkpoints need to be flexible, ready for the future 

with reliable and effective interfaces, driven by 

sophisticated network monitoring that increases 

productivity and mitigates operational risk. 
 

Integrated checkpoint solutions from Smiths Detection 

are tailored to help you build a smooth passenger 

experience, improve efficiencies, deliver the security 

needed to protect people and infrastructure. Our 

industry-leading service technology and personnel are 

available for the lifespan of your equipment, providing 

support from planning and design to implementation, 

training and beyond. 

Hold Baggage Solutions 
Passenger travel and air cargo volumes are increasing 

rapidly. So are security threats. New regulations require 

more powerful and intelligent systems to detect a 

wider range of substances and dangerous goods – 

wherever they might be hiding. Smiths Detection is 

leading the industry in the development of 

hold-baggage screening (HBS) equipment, with 

comprehensive solutions that deliver the highest levels 

of security and operational efficiencies. Our HBS 

solutions offer the flexibility and scalability to meet the 

needs  of  small  airports,  multi-

terminal,  and 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HI-SCAN 10080 XCT 

Advanced CT explosives detection system 
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multi-airport operations alike. And our deep 

understanding of detection technology, regulatory 

compliance, and service means you have innovative 

solutions built to last, ready to handle the detection, 

business growth, and regulatory demands of tomorrow. 

 
Complying with current TSA and ECAC regulations, 

the HI-SCAN 10080 XCT is a next generation 

high-speed, explosives detection system for hold 

baggage and air cargo. 
 

 

Air Cargo Solutions 
Air cargo security is a closed circle, in which shippers, 

forwarders, airlines and industry authorities work 

together to ensure that all air cargo worldwide is 

always subjected to the same thorough security checks 

everywhere. 

 
Smiths Detection sets the standard for air cargo 

security. From start to finish, we’ll deliver the 

operational efficiencies, security and system reliability 

you need to ensure your goods get to where they need 

to go. Our comprehensive range of detection solutions 

routinely fulfil and exceed international legislative 

requirements for air cargo screening. 

An X-ray scanner designed for the inspection of large 

scale consolidated and palletised goods, ideal for cargo 

inspection. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

HI-SCAN 10080 XCT 
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Port & Borders Security Solutions 

Securing Sea & Land Borders 
Digital Technology IT Solutions partnered with Smiths Detection to provides threat detection 

and security screening technologies for ports and borders that limit illegal activities, without affecting 

global trade. In the face of escalating cross-border smuggling, authorities need rigorously to 

monitor imports, exports, transit traffic and people for illicit goods and dangerous materials. 

 

Sea Port Terminals 
 
The equipment enhances port security by providing customs authorities with the flexibility to quickly 

identify unwanted goods and threats. Our fixed and mobile screening equipment provides faster 

clearance times, relieving pressure on resources and ensuring the continuous movement of goods. 

 

HCVP - Drive through portal 
An automatic, drive through scanner portal for the inspection of vehicles and containers, 

guaranteeing constant vehicle flow on site. 

 

Land Border Crossing 
We help keep traffic moving at border crossings, while identifying hidden threats in passing vehicles. 

Our solutions help law enforcement and border authorities to target trafficking networks by 

scanning vehicles and their passengers for concealed materials as they pass through checkpoints. 

  HCVL 
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VR In Education - ClassVR 
 

 

Introducing a whole new concept in educational technology: a ‘standalone’ Virtual Reality headset 
complete with a unique student-friendly interface, gesture controls, embedded educational resources 
and simple-to-use teacher controls. ClassVR is a groundbreaking new technology designed to help raise 
engagement and increase knowledge retention for students of all ages. 
 

    VRLab Academy 
       VRLab Academy makes scientific labs available to everyone 

at lowest costs, through the PC and Virtual Reality 
technology. We provide virtual science laboratories not 
only in physics, chemistry and biology subjects but also in 
medical biochemistry and advanced level subjects to 
students from all ages. Our online education platform is 
cloud based, works with real scientific formulas and is 
curriculum correlated. Experiments are suitable from 
elementary schools up to universities. 

 

  We at Digital Technology IT Solution have partnered with VRLab to provide the best VR Experience 
and Experiment to all school and colleges in Middle East the Experiment list are as follows: VRLab 
Academy Junior, Chemistry Laboratory, Biology Laboratory, Mechanics Laboratory, 
Electromagnetism Laboratory, Medical Biochemistry Laboratory, Popular Science, Modern Physics 
Laboratory, Optics and Waves Laboratory, Thermodynamics Laboratory, Mathematics Laboratory. 

 
 

    Virtual Reality in Healthcare 
    Virtual Reality is revolutionizing the Healthcare Industry. 

Digital Technology IT Solutions we believe that immersive 
technologies are the key to transforming the healthcare 
industry. Forward-thinking healthcare professionals and 
technologists are pushing boundaries every day, and we’ve 
seen huge increases in demand for cutting-edge digital 
platforms such as Stamford’s Virtual Heart or bespoke VR 
Training simulators to bring clinical examinations and 
teaching tools to life like never before.   
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      Virtual Reality has the ability to transport you inside and 
around the human body, to access and view areas that 
would traditionally be impossible to reach. Using hyper-
realistic CGI, virtual models can be displayed in real-time, 
allowing clinical practitioners to show patients vital 
information in greater levels of detail, helping them to 
visualise their conditions and see how therapies and 
treatments will work. Patients are better equipped to 
learn about and understand their conditions from their 
own homes, and the highest quality medical consultations 
can be delivered to the most remote locations without 
any travel required, freeing up valuable medical 
manpower along the way. 

 
      Virtual Reality has the ability to transport you inside and 

around the human body, to access and view areas that 
would traditionally be impossible to reach. Using hyper-
realistic CGI, virtual models can be displayed in real-time, 
allowing clinical practitioners to show patients vital 
information in greater levels of detail, helping them to 
visualise their conditions and see how therapies and 
treatments will work. Patients are better equipped to 
learn about and understand their conditions from their 
own homes, and the highest quality medical consultations 
can be delivered to the most remote locations without 
any travel required, freeing up valuable medical 
manpower along the way. 

 
     More than just exciting new technologies, AR and VR have 

been proven to have positive impacts on immersive 
learning across the healthcare spectrum. In the coming 
years, Immersive Technologies such as Augmented Surgery 
will be used more and more to improve the accuracy & 
effectiveness of current procedures. People’s capabilities 
both as the care-giver and the patient will be enhanced, 
and access to life-saving information and vital skills will be 
delivered in ways that no other technology can match. 

 
We Digital Technology IT Solutions have partnered with VISUALISE to meet the demand of healthcare 
and the changing technology and work with our customer to provide end to end solution meeting all 
their demands. 
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Strategic Partner  

    
     Visit Us @ www.digtechits.com or Focus Business Centre, Qurm ,      
         Oman Muscat. 
 
         Email US @ info@digtechits.com or Prakash@digtechits.com 
         
         Reach Us @ +968 9600 8765 / 78732021  
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